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THE AGUTI 20m
A REVOLUTION IN MOTOR YACHT BUILDING!
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AGUTI YACHTS GmbH
Aguti Yachts GmbH
The company is dedicated to building 
the most modern, luxury yachts of 
the highest quality - and complete-
ly „made in Germany“! Traditional 
yacht-building methods are com-
bined with the latest technology 
and hi-tech materials. Design and 
development procedures go hand-in-
hand with the customers‘ wishes.

Since its conception, the Aguti 20m 
was destined to be a classic yacht 
within the modern age. The aes-
thetic value of this vessel is largely 
due to the beautiful, modern lines 
which are in harmony with handcraf-
ted wood, fashioned using a unique 
type of composite construction.

This is the result of teamwork which 
brings together both traditional and mo-
dern boatbuilding expertise. Aguti mo-
tor yachts are built exclusively in Ger-
many and this commitment to German 
craftsmanship is grounded in the high 
standards set by Aguti Yachts GmbH 
-  standards which will certainly be 
demanded by their customers! Guaran-
teeing such quality takes time, so the 
delivery period for a custom-designed 
yacht from Aguti, in a range from 20 to 
40 metres, is approximately two years.

Andreas Grieger
The Managing Director and Head of 
Development of Aguti Yachts GmbH is 
Andreas Grieger. A graduate in design 
and shipbuilding, he is an ingenious 
visionary but also a down-to-earth 
realist who fully identifies with his 
homeland, particularly the Bodensee 
(Lake Constance) region. This is the 
location of Aguti Yachts, where, after 
36 months of planning followed by 40 
months construction, Andreas Grieger 
fulfilled his dream of creating a time-
less, but modern, classic motor yacht. 
During this period, a close-knit team of 
technicians, craftsmen and engineers 
was established, each of whom rates 
with the best in their profession.

Michael Grieger
Michael Grieger is a graduate inte-
rior designer and is the responsible 
partner for Aguti Yachts customers 
regarding interiors and all questi-
ons related to furnishings, layouts 
etc. Naturally, customers can choo-
se the interior design according to 
specific desires and preferences. 

Jochen Mass
Seafarer and car-racing legend, Jochen 
Mass, is a business partner of Aguti 
Yachts GmbH and is the man who is 
ultimately responsible for the yacht‘s 
performance. His knowledge of com-
plex technology and dynamics, as well 
as experience gained from years sailing 
the seven seas, has proved invaluable 
in testing and approving the Aguti 20m.
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CONCEPT
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„When everything is perfect, 
sovereignty is the result - 
no matter from which perspective 
one views the object“.

Above all, the Aguti 20m has been 
designed as an „Owner-Driver‘s“ yacht 
which can be masterfully controlled 
in all waters. The aim was not only to 
develop an exquisite yacht using quality 
materials and luxurious interior design, 
but also one with exciting performance 
characteristics combined with safe, 
simple handling.
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CONSTRUCTION

Hand-craftsmanship
Throughout the construction of the 
Aguti 20m, traditional boat-building 
techniques played a decisive role. For 
instance, craftsmen took many months 
to plane and polish the hull, entirely by 
hand, to achieve a perfect finish.

Andreas Grieger ensured that the yacht 
was rigorously built according to regu-
lations laid down by the most stringent 
German Classification Society - 
„Germanische Lloyd“ - thereby guaran-
teeing safety standards equivalent to 
those demanded in the commercial 
shipping industry. 

The construction took 50,000 man-
hours and consumed 40 cubic metres 
of mahogany,  50 cubic metres of ce-
darwood, 650 square metres of carbon 
fibre, 2 tonnes of epoxy resin and 80 
litres of hi-tech varnish.

Clearly, a major advantage of using 
wood as the main constuction mate-
rial is that Aguti 20m owners are not 
subjected to the unpleasant, long-term 
evaporation of chemicals coming from 
glass-fibre materials. The adhesive 
used in the composite hull does not 
pollute the atmosphere
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ENGINEERING
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Towing Tank Testing
Exhaustive testing at the Hamburger 
Schiffsversuchsanstalt confirmed 
the high efficiency of the Aguti 20m 
hull up to 50 knots 
- a credit to Aguti‘s naval architects!

Engines
The Aguti 20m is powered by twin, 
10-cylinder MAN engines each deve-
loping 810 kW (1100 hp). The patented 
emission reduction system, specially 
developed for Aguti Yachts, ensures that 
the Aguti 20m meets most stringent 
pollution regulations worldwide - and 
even exceeds regulations due to come 
into effect in year 2014. The maximum 
speed, depending on engine power 
(1620 - 3480 kW total), is between 32 
and 50 knots.

Stern and Bathing Platform 
The hydraulically operated stern garage 
affords plenty of space for the bathing 
ladder and a tender or Jet-Ski. The 
bathing platform is also hydraulically 
operated.

Cabin Roof 
The Aguti 20m has a sensational cabin 
roof which can be hydraulically raised 
to allow air-flow through the cockpit 
area while cruising. The carbon-fibre 
roof can be opened and closed at any 
speed providing a „cabriolet“ effect 
while serving as a sunshade.
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ENGINEERING

Mahogany  

Carbon fibre

Cedarwood  

Carbon fibre

Mahogany
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Structure
Aguti motor yachts are built using 
a high-strength, wood/carbon fibre 
composite structure with layers of 
Khaya mahogany forming the in-
ner and outer surfaces. Khaya was 
chosen for its high durability as well 
as elegant looks. The core material is 
Western Red Cedar, a relatively light 
wood, which, compared to foam-
plastic, has a very high shear 
strength. Two layers of this wood are 
bonded at opposing 45 degree angles 
to the boat‘s longitudinal axis.

To further increase the strength, 
layers of diagonally-woven carbon 
fibre are bonded between the cedar-
wood and the inner and outer layers 
of mahogany. This results in a much 
stiffer hull than a typical, glass-fibre 
construction. Such robust, sandwich 
construction affords more resistance 
to deformation in heavy seas and con-
siderably reduces vibration and noise.    

In addition, the bow has an extra layer 
of woven Aramid (Kevlar) material to 
provide protection against collision 
with driftwood etc.

The most effective, modern epoxy 
coating and bonding systems have 
been used, which have excellent 
adhesive properties and also com-
pletely seal and protect the wood. The 
hull is therefore as easy to maintain 
as a glass-fibre hull and will have a 
long lifespan! 
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THE AGUTI 20m
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Technical Details
One of the major design features of the Aguti 20m is the composite, wood/
carbon fibre hull constructed with German expertise to fulfil the highest require-
ments and guarantee a long lifespan. The craftsmanship in wood gives the yacht 
its very special, unique character. Along with the aesthetic beauty, the technical 
innovation resulting in extremely low exhaust emissions means the yacht can sail 
in waters subject to the most stringent pollution control. 

Classification
CE Class  
Overall length  
Waterline length
Beam    
Draught  
Overall height 
Height above waterline
Displacement (light)
Engines  
Transmissions 
Generator 
Fuel capacity   
Fresh water capacity 
Grey water capacity  
Exhaust emission reduction system
Air conditioning system
Retractable bow and stern
Thrusters

Cabins      

Owner‘s Cabin 12 sq.m.   
  

VIP Cabin 11.5 sq.m.   
  

Guest Cabin 5.5 sq.m.
     
Saloon 12.5 sq.m.   
     
   

Cockpit 17.8 sq.m.   
  

Sun Deck 14 sq.m.
 
    
Stern Garage    
     
     

GL-100 A5 MC Y(+) FII
A
20,1 meters
15,45 meters
5,5 meters
1,55 meters
6,55 meters
5,0 meters
35 tonnes
2 x 810 kW MAN V10
2 x ZF 500-1 IV
25 kW
4.000 litres Diesel
1.000 litres
1.200 litres

King-size bed, audio and TV system, ensu-
ite shower and WC

King-size bed, audio and TV system, ensu-
ite shower and WC

Pullman bed, ensuite shower and WC

Generously arranged seating area, kitchen 
with steam oven, dish washer, and coffee 
machine, audio and TV system

Dining table, upper-deck kitchen with in-
duction cooker, bridge control station with 
captain‘s chair and two passenger chairs. 
Audio and TV system.

Stowage boxes, two dining tables, lounge 
area. 

Stowage space for Tender, retractable 
bathing platform and shower facility. 

Errors and omissions excepted.
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INTERIOR LAYOUT

Anchor Locker  

 
Owner‘s Cabin

 
Below-deck Saloon & 

Kitchen
 

VIP Cabin 

Guest Cabin 

Saloon and Cockpit 
 

Sundeck 

Engineroom  

Tender  Garage

In three cabins, up to six people can be 
comfortably accommodated for exten-
ded cruises, however, the Aguti 20m is 
licenced for a maximum of twelve.

The luxurious interior is defined by 
mahogany and leather, complemented 
by natural wooden flooring made from 
thermally-treated ash. Bulkheads and 
deckheads are lined with light, high 
quality, micro-fibre material resulting in 
a cosy atmosphere which is also bright 
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and elegant. The bathrooms are espe-
cially distinctive, with bulkheads and 
flooring lined with natural stone which 
has been thinly cut and bonded to car-
bon fibre. Cupboards and furniture are 
superbly designed in red mahogany.

The seating outside is fully upholstered 
in an exclusive 3D knitted fabric which 
is pleasant to the touch, but is hard-
wearing and water resistant.
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AGUTI 20m - VIEWS

„Not only can you feel enthusiasm, 
you can touch it, enter it and own it!“
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AGUTI 20m - INTERIOR DESIGN
Design and fittings
The Aguti designers have consciously 
developed the interior spaces with 
careful consideration for the respective 
construction and décor materials. The 
portholes and bulkheads have been 
harmoniously integrated, fully exploi-
ting the advantages and beauty of the 
wooden hull structure. With ingenious 

Eignerkabine, Unterdeck Salon, 
Oberdeck mit Steuerstand
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ideas, they have arranged the windows 
and space separations so that each 
cabin receives the maximum amount of 
daylight. When necessary, the owner or 
guests can always find a quiet place to 
read or simply chill out. Also, the couch 
can easily be converted to a double 
bed. The saloon below deck provides 
an inviting, cosy atmosphere, while 

meals can be prepared nearby. Thanks 
to the thoughtful layout, they can still 
communicate with people on the upper 
deck and bridge, which itself forms a 
balcony within the saloon space. 
Owner‘s cabin, lower deck saloon,
upper deck with bridge control station.
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AGUTI 20m - INTERIOR DESIGN

Aguti Captain‘s Chair
This is an example of „competence 
networking“ - since Aguti Design GmbH 
has decades of know-how in the field of 
special seating systems for automobiles. 
This is naturally a great benefit for the 
designers of the Aguti Yachts. 

The captain‘s chair and two passenger 
seats were individually developed for 
Aguti Yachts GmbH, considering the 
special requirements of the maritime 
environment.
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For instance, the seats can be folded 
to provide safe support even when 
standing, and the captain‘s chair can 
be rotated and the height adjusted.

The ergonomically optimised seating 
and back supports provide unsur-
passed comfort - so important to avoid 
stress during long cruises.

High quality leather, moulded wood and 
stainless steel are combined in a sporty 
design which is in harmony with the 
surrounding décor. 
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